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Abstract: In this paper the product redesign using the statistical material data to asses a dimensional tolerance will be
discussed. In the design process, dimensional values are established based in material characteristics such material strength,
hardness and others. In this study the performance of shaft under variable load that failed due fatigue material stress and
failed before the expected lifetime will be analyzed. That was caused by improper product tolerance design on the part. The
analysis will also show that in mechanical design, it is also important to consider material mean stress values to assure
product reliability and durability. This process is important for a robust design.

1. Introduction
Components design process is critical to product performance, whether is a prototype phase or trial run prior to
production. Since product performance is a key element, material component characteristics and dimensional tolerances are
key to meet this requirement in the final design. Material selection are based in several aspects such strength, hardness, cost,
tolerances and others, design phase should aim to select best option that meets product requirements as well cost. The
component tolerances will play a key roll on the material chosen. The design process also should find the best result to meet
product lifetime criteria, which is linked to product warranty. Considering product tolerance development process
methodology from Creveling (1997) fig.1, he points out the areas where the design should be validated before is released to
manufacturing, this also should be applied to component design. The analysis of a transmission assembly where a shaft and
key design after testing prototype failed, has pointed out the question of proper material selection or stress analysis, as well if
proper validation for lifetime performance was met.

1.1 Material characteristics
During component design, process material selection is key from performance and cost standpoint. Design should
aim to meet both criteria to assure meet customer requirements. However it is known that final design should balance both. In
the mechanical design usually values select correspond to established chart values provide as general standards, however
further data analysis should be performed to use data that will provide component performance as well final product lifetime.
Some of the characteristics of that will be discussed in the paper are related to normal and shear stress which are also linked
to endurance and lifetime requirements.

1.2 Normal and shear stresses
In mechanical component design, a proper analysis of normal and shear stresses acting in the component are
necessary to determine material selection. Normal stresses are mainly related to axial and bending loading. The analysis of
these on a shaft are necessary because could increase in value if stress concentration became present. Shear stress is caused
by shear load and torsional load on a shaft.
1.3 Endurance and reliability analysis
In actual product development endurance and reliability are very important for product performance as well for
product name. The analysis of the shaft of the transmission that will be compared with from mechanical and statistical views.
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